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New Zealand Golf lives by the motto of “Enriching Lives Through Golf.” With this as the goal,

there have been many initiatives established to promote the game and expand its appeal. Golf

clubs can take advantage of these initiatives and the following outlines what each initiative is

about.

 

 

 

 

New Zealand Golf Initiatives that are Available to Golf Clubs

She Loves Golf is aimed at increasing the number of women involved in golf as well as

changing the perception of the game as it relates to women. In New Zealand around 22%

of golf club members are women and the lower is less when it comes to casual play which

shows it is a market that is largely untapped by golf and golf clubs.The main marketing

focus around She Loves Golf is during the summer months with New Zealand Golf giving

goody bags to clubs to give out at events that they run. However these events can be run at

any time of year with the support of New Zealand Golf.

The New Zealand Golfs initiative around youth golf is labelled as Futures. The philosophy

of Futures is letting youth play golf the way they want to play. This means there are

adapted golf clubs, “it’s ok” rules, and game based learning. Clubs can engage with Futures

on a number of levels by running a Futures Team Golf Event, running Futures golf

sessions, or Futures family sessions. In different parts of the country clubs have banded

together to form either formal Futures Hubs or loose hubs to spread the volunteer

workload as well as increasing the number of youth involved.



All Abilities gives those in the community with physical and intellectual disabilities the

opportunity to take up the game of golf. If any of the initiatives encapsulate the motto of

“Enriching Lives Through Golf” this truly does. Assistance is given to clubs who want to run

this project with volunteer coaching and ongoing support to ensure that the participants

and the volunteers are getting the most out of the sessions. Reaching out to the like of

Parafed, The Halburg Trust, CCS Disability Action, and IDEA will give clubs the participants

they need to run an All Abilities programme.

There are many physical and mental health benefits associated with playing golf. Many

people feel that golf is quite a sedentary game, which is not true. Around this initiative clubs

can promote the benefits to their community as well as targeting specific groups. For

example Westown Golf Club in Taranaki is running a “Once a Golfer” programme getting

golfers in their 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s back out onto the course to play a few holes and having a

get together after the round.

All of these initiatives are open to all clubs within New Zealand. If you are interested in finding

out some more information about any of the above listed initiatives please contact your New

Zealand Golf Regional Support Manager or New Zealand Golf.

 

 

 

 


